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The advent of “precision cosmology”



The cosmological inventory is now well-delineated

• But we know neither what the “dark energy” or the “dark matter” is

• A particle relic from the Big Bang is strongly implied for DM
— WIMPs ?
— Axions ?

Science (20 June 2003)

P02552-ljr-u-004



Cluster lensing of background galaxy



“Rotation Curve” for our solar system



Rotation Curves — Galactic Dark Matter



Particle physics provides 3 dark-matter candidates



TSP’s* fine-tuning problem



TSP’s hypothesis, and first
unsuccessful experiment



The key insight



A high-Q search for relic oscillations



The Axion



Properties of the Axion
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The axion as dark matter candidate
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Cosmological abundance Local halo density

Max. likelihood density to multicomponent
Milky Way galaxy with all constraints:

•   Rotation curve
•   Virial velocity
•   Projected areal disk density
•   Microlensing optical depth

Gates, E.J., G. Gyuk, M.S. Turner, Ap.J. Lett. 449 L123 (1995)
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The cavity search assumes that axions constitute some or all of the
dark matter, but that is a soft assumption for a sufficiently light axion



 Axion-photon coupling    gaγγ

Primakoff interaction

Jπ = 0–          L ~ E• B

The axion, like the π0, has a
two-photon coupling
The free-space (γγ) lifetime is
irrelevantly long  (τ ~1050 sec)

But it more readily converts to
a single real photon in EM field
This photon then carries the
total energy of the axion

This Primakoff interaction is the basis for the most
sensitive experiments to search for the axion



How to detect dark-matter axions (Sikivie, 1983)

Superconducting 
magnet

High-Q microwave cavity

Ultra-low noise
microwave receiver



The signal is the total energy of the axion

The axion mass range is scanned by tuning the cavity
Resonance condition:  hν = mac2[1 + O(β2~10-6)]

There may be fine structure in the axion signal



Axionic halo dark matter – a unique quantum system
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Axionic dark matter is very dense
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The microwave cavity experiment measures the
total energy of the axion, thus revealing both

Doppler motion and coherence of the axion fluid

Axionic dark matter is highly coherent
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The parameter space is bounded

KSVZ
DFSZ



The parameter space



The radiometer eqn.* dictates the strategy

* Dicke, 1946

But integration
time limited to ~
100 sec

System noise temp. now
TS = T + TN  ~ 1.5 + 1.5 K

But  TQuant  ~ 30 mK
INVEST HERE!

Psig ~  ( B2V  Qcav )( g2 ma ρa )
~  10–22 watts

But magnet size,
strength B2V ~ $



Basic formulae

Signal power: Scanning rate:

QL  =   Q0/(1+β)    Loaded Q-value;  β coupling
δf   =    f - f0                Offset from central
Clmn                      Cavity form-factor

Δf        Cavity bandwidth
fstep Frequency tuning steps
n Overlapping tuning steps

Note both the power and scanning rate depend linearly on QL



Rules-of-thumb for optimizing the experiment

Ideally one wants sufficiently low temperature such that one can:
(i) Be sensitive to the most pessimistic model axion  (e.g. DFSZ )
(ii) Which only occupies a fraction of the halo density (e.g. 10%   )
(iii) Finish the whole works in a tractable time                (e.g.10 yrs )

For scanning at a 
fixed sweep rate
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For scanning at a
fixed coupling gaγγ 



Figure 2

The first-generation experiments RBF, UF – 1980’s

From W. Wuensch et al.,
Phys. Rev. D40 (1989) 3153

The first-generation experiments already came within a factor of
100-1000 of the desired sensitivity – a stunning achievement



Axion hardware ADMX   LLNL-Florida-Berkeley-NRAO



Axion hardware (cont’d)



Microwave cavity basics (I)

Required/desired features:
•     Cover ~100 MHz to ~100 GHz
•     Practical tuning,  ± 50%
•     High quality factor,  Q ~ 105

•     High cavity form-factor, C = O(1)
•     Minimal mode-crossings
•     Minimal mode-localization

Simplest – right circular cavity, TM010:
•    Ez = J0(kr)    (empty)
•     f0  = 0.115 GHz / R[m]
•     C010 = 0.69

  hν = mc2             ma = 4.136 µeV . f[GHz]



Microwave cavity basics (II)

Cavity form-factor  Clmn
(overlap of E, Bext):

For uniform B = B0:
•     C(TM010) ~ 0.69
•     Much smaller for TM0n0
•     TE, TEM identically 0

Try to use the TM010-like
mode for all configurations

Cavity quality, Qlmn:

! 

Q =O
(Volume)

(Surface Area) " (Skin Depth)

In high B-field, low-T:
•     Must be copper (not SC!)
•     Anomalous skin depth limit

Q limited to few 105, but we
reach the theoretical max



Microwave cavity basics (III)  –  Tuning

Tuning rods, radial offset

Ez for TM010 mode; two metal
rods half-way from center

•     Metal - up; dielectric - down
•     Keep longitudinal symmetry

Mode-crossings

•    Keep cavity aspect ratio L/R low
•    But can ‘walk-around’ crossings



Real-life form-factors, Q vs. frequency

C010 vs. frequency, for cases of
cavity filled with 1-torr He gas
(solid); and SHe filled (dashed)

QL vs. frequency for case
of two copper rods



Options for higher frequency cavities

Periodic-post resonators
(10-100 GHz)

Power-combine multiple cavities
(1-10 GHz)

“The Gang of Four”; Darin Kinion,
Thesis, UC Davis (2000)



Microwave amplifiers



Heterojunction FET (“HEMTs”) & balanced design

Donor layer (AlxGa1-xAs) separate from
gate layer (GaAs), thus eliminating
impurity scatterers

Electrons propagate ballistically across
the 2D channel (0.25µ length, 300µ wide)

Thus noise is very low

Resonant cavities represent a
complex frequency dependent input
impedance Z0(w-w0)

Hybrid design minimizes input
reflection, providing broad-band
match to the complex cavity load

There is a small penalty in noise



TN = 1.5K
–TN

How do you measure the noise temperature
of the amplifier in situ ?

The “hot-cold” method

(The intrinsic noise of the HEMT amplifiers are not
appreciable functions of temperature below 15K or so)



The axion receiver, and high-resolution search



The real receiver



Origin of the non-thermalized component



1-D infall, and the “folding” of phase space



Velocity spectrum of axions at our solar system



Diurnal and sidereal oscillation of
the fine-structure



Simulation of one infall model

Daily

Annual



Diurnal and sidereal oscillation
of late-infall axion peaks
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The world’s quietest receiver — by 104!

P02552-ljr-u-018

We are systematics-limited for signals of 10-26 W
— 10-3 of DFSZ axion power!



Sample data and candidates



Brief outline of analysis — 100 MHz of data



Limits on axion models and local axion halo density

P02589-ljr-u-022

Plausible models have been excluded at the halo
density over an octave in mass range

KSVZ

ρHalo
PRL 80 (1998) 2043
PRD 64 (2001) 092003
PRD 69 (2004) 011101(R)

ApJ Lett 571 (2002) 27



Results of a high-resolution analysis PRL 95 (9) 091304 (2005)

2000 s

52 s

Measured power in environmental (radio) peak same in Med- & Hi-Res 



Our future — SQUID amplifiers



Upgrade underway – Microstrip-coupled SQUIDs



Latest SQUIDs are now within 30% of the Standard Quantum Limit
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Upgrade well underway to GHz SQUID amplifiers



Varactor tuning of microstrip SQUID
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Concept for SQUID amplifiers towards 100 µeV (25 GHz)



Atoms with a single electron promoted to a large principal quantum
number,  n >> 1.  Superposition of Rydberg states yields “classical
atoms” with macroscopic dimensions (e.g. ~ 1 mm).

Potential for highly sensitive microwave photon detectors (“RF photo-
multiplier tubes”) realized by Kleppner and others in the1970’s.  The
axion experiment is an ideal application for Rydberg atoms:

Rydberg-atom single-quantum detectors

Most importantly, being a phaseless detector (photons-as-particles),
the Rydberg-atom detector can evade the standard quantum limit:

hν = kT
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•  Large transition dipole moments

•  Long liftetimes 

•  Transitions span microwave range
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  Rydberg single-quantum detection (S. Matsuki et al., Kyoto)

The blackbody spectrum has been measured at 2527 MHz 
a factor of ~2 below the standard quantum limit (~120mK)

M. Tada et al., Phys. Lett. A (accepted)



111p3/2

111s1/2

108 manifold

γpump

γsignal

Selective field ionization

85Rb (g.s.)

Y. Kishimoto et al., Phys. Lett. A 303 (2002) 279
M. Tada et al., Phys. Lett. A 303 (2002) 285
R. Bradley  et al., Rev . Mod. Phys. 75 (2003) 777

Rydberg “railroad
switchyard” enables
very high selectivity
for ionization of the
excited state (111p)
with virtually no
contamination of the
prepared state (111s)

Quiz question:  Why does the lower energy state ionize at a lower electric field?



Excluded gAγγ vs. mA with all experimental
and observational constraints

P02459-ljr-u-041

CAST (projected)

ADMX Upgrade



The current experiment and Phase I Upgrade

P02552-ljr-u-022



The Phase I upgrade (ongoing – run mid-2006)

P02552-ljr-u-023



The Phase II upgrade (next proposal)

P02552-ljr-u-024



1 GHz 10 GHz 100 GHz

Opportunity for a new collaborating institution in
ADMX to develop the microwave cavities!

The ideal group might be an accelerator lab:

•     Electromagnetic modeling
•     Prototyping
•     RF microwave diagnostics
•     Precision metal fabrication, etc.



What if the axion is found?



Summary & conclusions
•     Favorable situation – constrained search space in ma, gαγγ

•     The Primakoff interaction is the master key
       –     Discovery would be definitive; signal can be toggled on-off
       –     The experiment measures Etot, thus potentially revealing 

extraordinary detail of galactic formation & dynamics through fine-
structure and their Doppler modulation

•     Experiments are making excellent progress
       –    Driving two remarkable technologies:  SQUIDs, Rydberg atoms
        –    The one DM game where sensitivity will not be the issue
        –    Scanning in mass is; opportunity for a new group to join ADMX

•     Axionic dark matter would be a unique Bose system for study

We’re all rooting for Supersymmetry at the LHC,
but we should root for Axions as the Dark Matter!



Did we forget anything?

Two decades afterwards and the experimental campaign to find
the axion is exclusively focused on its two-photon coupling, and
even that through the Primakoff interaction.

Pierre’s insight (PRL 1983) that employing the coherent mixing of
axions with photons in a strong magnetic field over a large spatial
volume, is very likely the absolutely correct strategy.  However, it
is difficult to articulate or quantify why that is the case.

It was not always so.  In the 1980’s schemes were examined to
look for the axion through its spin coupling (e.g. coherent
magnon production in thin ferrite layers), but gained no traction.

It would seem prudent to examine our assumptions
periodically, lest we overlook some other opportunity


